It is obvious that in this case $m$ is also uniformly finite.3y In discrete spaces, a finite modular is not necessarily be semiupper bounded nor uniformly finite, and we shall give the necessary and sufficient conditions for them.
In the sequel, $R$ is a modulared semi-ordered linear space with the modular $m$ which we suppose to be monotone complete throughout the paper. 2) The uPper bond\'e modular was deflned in [ $ 2\rfloor$ . The (conjugate' of semi-uPper bounded" is: for some $e,$ $\alpha,$ $T$ such that $\epsilon>0$ and $1<\alpha<r$ , we have $m((xx)\geq rm(x)$ for every If $m$ is finite and all $\psi_{l}$ are finite, then $m_{1}$ is also finite. Thus we can vary "larger part of values" of a given finite modular rather arbitrarily without the loss of the finiteness.
Contrarily in non-discrete spaces $m$ is determined by its values on the set $\{x:m(x)\leq e\}$ for whatever small $\epsilon>0$ . (September, 1954) 
